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Abstract. Despite the existence of many gene prediction programs and their 
increasing accuracy over the last few years, the accurate identification of 
short exons remains a challenging problem. In this paper we concentrate on 
short initial exons and present a method to improve the detection of these 
short coding regions. The proposed algorithm is based on the Weight Array 
Method (WAM) and CpG islands. The algorithm was evaluated on a total of 
158 sequences containing short initial exons, and achieves an accuracy of up 
to 73%. By comparison with GENSCAN, the proposed WAM-CpG Island 
algorithm reveals an improvement of up to 22%. Further, the WAM-CpG 
island approach can be employed to complement existing gene prediction 
packages to produce substantial improvements in the correct detection of 
short initial exons. 

1   Introduction 

Gene prediction in DNA sequences is a well-studied problem, and there are many 
gene prediction packages available [1],[2]. As more genomes are being sequenced, 
these gene prediction packages are becoming more sophisticated and more accurate 
[2], thus yielding more useful results to biological practitioners. All the current 
packages are able to predict most coding regions with a fairly high accuracy, but all 
exhibit weakness in their ability to detect short coding regions (fewer than 50 bases) 
[1],[3]. A very low accuracy is typically encountered when it comes to detecting these 
short exons, which leads to inaccurate gene prediction. 

The root of the problem with most existing gene prediction packages is that protein 
coding regions (exons), are modeled using some kind of coding statistic. Coding 
statistics are measures indicative of protein coding regions, as certain statistical 
differences exist in coding and non-coding regions (introns) [11]. While these 
measures have proved to be effective in modeling most exons, they usually fail when 
dealing with short exons, as the coding length is simply too small to make an accurate 
distinction. Other techniques such as combining signal sensors and sequence 
similarity searches have made some improvements to the accuracy, but the detection 
of short coding regions remains poor. 

In this paper, we propose a method for detecting short initial exons. We define a 
‘short exon’ as an exon of length less than 50 bases, and we outline an algorithm that 
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uses both the Weight Array Method and CpG islands to locate these exons. We 
compare the results of our algorithm with the popular gene prediction program 
GENSCAN [9], and also show how to combine our algorithm with a full gene 
prediction program in a complementary manner. 

2   Methods 

2.1   Datasets  

We use three datasets in this paper, for parameter selection and evaluation of our 
proposed algorithm. These are the Burset/Guigo dataset of vertebrate sequences [7], 
the HMR195 dataset of mammalian sequences [1], and Reese/Kulp dataset of human 
sequences [8]. It is important to note that short exons occur infrequently in sequence 
databases (this fact contributes to the poor performance of existing gene prediction 
packages), so that relatively small quantities of data are available for experimenting 
on and benchmarking approaches to this problem. 

2.2   Weight Array Method  

We use a WAM to model the translation initiation signal and donor site of the initial 
exon. This model assigns a probability to an aligned sequence, in order to determine 
whether the sequence is a member of a particular class or not [4]. Given a sequence s 
= (s1,s2,….,sN), where si ∈ {A, C, G, T}, around a potential start or donor site, we can 
distinguish whether the site is either a true or a decoy signal based on whether the 
probability 
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 is greater than a pre-defined threshold. 
In this paper we select this threshold by applying the WAM to all start and donor 

sites in the Reese/Kulp dataset. The start site was modeled using an N = 19 bp WAM 
from positions -12 to +6, with the start codon (ATG) occupying positions 0-2. The 
donor site was modeled using an N = 10 bp WAM from positions -4 to +5, with the 
GT dinucleotide occupying positions 0-1. The threshold was then selected based on 
the true positive to false positive ratio. 

2.3   CpG Islands  

The precise definition of CpG islands is somewhat arbitrary, but generally speaking 
CpG islands are regions in a DNA sequence that are rich in the dinucleotide CpG. 
These islands are very useful in gene prediction as they are known to be associated 
with the start of genes [5]. We follow the definition employed in [6], and define a 
CpG island as a DNA sequence of length greater than 200 bp, with a high C+G 
content and a frequency of CpG dinucleotides close to the expected value, where the 
ratio is calculated as 
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where NumX is the number of occurrences of X ∈ {A, C, G, T}, and M is the length of 
the sequence window. In this paper we will define the overall CpG island score SCpG 

as the average of the C+G content and the above ratio 

( )RNumNumS GCCpG ++=
2
1 .                                            (3) 

This score is obtained by moving a sliding window of length M = 200 bases, from –
500 bases upstream to +500 bases downstream of a potential translation initiation site. 
The maximum of the resulting CpG island scores is defined as the CpG island score 
for that sequence. 

2.4   Proposed Algorithm 

The aim of the proposed algorithm is to accurately identify short initial exons. Since 
the length of these exons is too small to employ any coding statistic, we look for 
features outside the exon to identify these regions. The most obvious signals to look 
for are the start site and donor site. Thus, given a new DNA sequence, we first search 
for all possible start sites. If the start site is within the predetermined threshold, we 
then search for all possible donor sites up to 50 bases downstream of the successful 
start site. If this donor site is also within the predetermined donor threshold, we mark 
the two as a potential exon. Thus we end up with a set of potential initial exons. Now, 
if we combine the start site and donor site scores of each exon, and sort the potential 
exons according to this combined score, we find empirically that the true exon is 
usually in the top 3. By way of demonstration, we extracted all sequences containing 
short initial exons from all three datasets mentioned in section 2.1 and applied the 
above method, with the results shown in Table 1. 

Over 75% of the true initial exons were contained in the three-best scoring for the 
databases considered. Thus, the next step is to extract the true exon from the top three. 
We achieve this by examining the other signals around the initial exon. As the initial 
exon is located around the promoter region there are many other signals to look for, 
such as CAP sites, TATA boxes and CpG islands. We chose CpG islands, since  
they have been shown to be the most dominant signal in computational promoter 
detection [12]. 

Table 1. Percentage of true exons in top three 

Dataset No. Seq % Initial Exons in Top 3 
Burset/Guigo 97 86.60 
Reese/Kulp 53 79.25 
HMR195 31 58.06 
Overall 158 76.58 

Thus, the top three exons are selected and the CpG island score SCpG around their 
start site is calculated. Using this CpG island score and the combined WAM scores, 
the true exon is selected. Fusion of the WAM and CpG island scores is achieved by 
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calculating the difference,γ, between the top two combined WAM scores. If γ is large, 
the highest score is chosen to be that of the true exon. If γ is small, the true exon is 
chosen to be that with the highest scoring CpG island score from the top three exons. 
From empirical tests, we found the optimal value for γ  to be 1.5. A summary of the 
algorithm is given as follows: 

Algorithm 1. WAM-CpG island algorithm 

Step 1:  Search for all possible short initial exons. 
Step 2:  Sort them according to the combined WAM score. 
Step 3:  Select top 3 and calculate their CpG island score. 
Step 4:  If the difference between top 2 WAM scores is large choose the top 

WAM score as the true exon  
Step 5:  If the difference between top 2 WAM scores is small choose the top 

CpG island score exon from the top 3 exons as the true one. 

3   Results and Discussion 

3.1   Evaluation Measures  

We evaluated the accuracy of the proposed WAM-CpG Island algorithm using the 
conventional exon Sensitivity (Sn) and Specificity (Sp) measures defined in [7]. 
Sensitivity is the proportion of actual exons that are correctly predicted, and is defined 
as 

ExonsActualofNumber

ExonsCorrectofNumber
Sn

   

   = ,                                    (4) 

Specificity is the proportion of predicted exons that are correctly predicted, and is 
defined as 

ExonsPredictedofNumber

ExonsCorrectofNumber
Sp

   

   = .                                 (5) 

3.2   Results 

We tested the algorithm on the three different datasets described in section 2.1. Again, 
we extracted all sequences containing initial short exons from these datasets, 
computed our algorithm and calculated the accuracy measures as defined above. The 
results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. WAM-CpG island algorithm on sequences containing short initial exons 

Dataset No. of  Seq Sn Sp 
Burset/Guigo 97 72.16 73.68 
Reese/Kulp 53 69.81 69.81 
HMR195 31 51.61 51.61 
Overall 158 68.99 69.87 
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By way of comparison with GENSCAN, we tested the same sequences on 
GENSCAN, and obtained the results shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. GENSCAN accuracy on sequences containing short initial exons 

Dataset No. of  Seq Sn Sp 
Burset/Guigo 97 58.76 82.61 
Reese/Kulp 53     47.17  64.10 
HMR195 31 29.03 69.23 
Overall 158 48.73 75.49 

A clear improvement in the detection of short initial exons was observed using the 
proposed WAM-CpG Island algorithm. GENSCAN appears to completely miss or 
partially predict most short initial exons. Again, the reason for the lack of accuracy in 
GENSCAN and indeed most gene prediction programs is that coding statistics play a 
large role in their exon prediction models. These statistics are modeled on training 
sets that do not favor short exons [1]. As short exons are not as common as other 
exons, current prediction programs have no features to specifically deal with them and 
thus these programs fail to pick them up. Hence the success of the proposed algorithm 
lies in the fact that it specifically looks for short exons and nothing else, and thus if a 
short initial exon does exist there is a high probability that the algorithm will detect it. 

3.3   Combining Algorithms 

The sensitivity and specificity measurements in Table 2 and Table 3 demonstrate how 
well the proposed algorithm works on sequences that contain short initial exons. In 
order to obtain the full benefit of our algorithm for practical purposes, it needs to be 
applied to a full dataset. Hence, in this section we show how to combine the proposed 
WAM-CpG Island algorithm with a full gene prediction package, taking GENSCAN, 
and the HMR195 dataset as our example. The proposed method is illustrated in  
Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. GENSCAN/WAM-CpG island combining algorithm 

We then compared the accuracy of the predicted initial exons of GENSCAN with and 
without combining the WAM-CpG Island algorithm. 

Thus, 195 mammalian sequences from the HMR195 dataset were processed using 
GENSCAN. From the 195 sequences, only 152 sequences contain initial exons, of 
which 31 are short exons. The results of testing the 152 sequences on GENSCAN are 
shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. GENSCAN accuracy on full dataset 

 No. of  Seq Correct Init. Exons 
Full Dataset 152 56.58% 
Short Exons 31 29.03% 

We then combined our algorithm with the GENSCAN output as follows. Firstly, 
we note that GENSCAN defines any exon it predicts with probability < 0.5 to be 
weak and unreliable, so that it should be ‘treated with caution’ [9], and also recall the 
earlier observation that GENSCAN completely misses or partially predicts most short 
initial exons. Thus the following criteria are used to alter the initial exon predictions 
obtained by GENSCAN: 

1. If no initial exon is predicted and the WAM-CpG Island prediction is 
before and in phase with the succeeding exons, choose the WAM-CpG 
Island prediction.  

2. If no initial exon is predicted and the predicted first internal exon is weak, 
replace the predicted first internal exon with the WAM-CpG Island 
prediction if it is before and in phase with the succeeding exons.  

3. If the GENSCAN predicted initial exon is weak, replace the predicted 
initial exon with the WAM-CpG Island prediction if it is before and in 
phase with the succeeding exons. 

Using the above criteria, the WAM-CpG Island algorithm was applied to the 
GENSCAN output to obtain the results shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Combined accuracy on full dataset 

 No. of  Seq Correct Init. Exons 
Full Dataset 152 60.53% 
Short Exons 31 48.39% 

Thus, from Table 5, there is a clear improvement in the detection of short initial 
exons when combining our algorithm with GENSCAN, which as a result also 
improves the overall accuracy of initial exons for the dataset. By incorporating a short 
exon algorithm into a full gene prediction package, the detection of exons and genes 
can be significantly improved. 

Although GENSCAN has specifically been used as our example to demonstrate the 
use of the WAM-CpG island algorithm, it should be straightforward to similarly 
incorporate it with any gene prediction package, and achieve similar results. 

4   Conclusion 

This paper has introduced a new algorithm, based on the Weight Array Method and 
CpG islands, for the detection of short initial exons. The proposed algorithm was 
compared with GENSCAN, and a clear improvement in the detection accuracy for 
such short exons was observed. A method for combining the proposed WAM-CpG 
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Island algorithm with a full gene prediction package in a complementary manner was 
then given, and an improvement in the overall accuracy of initial exon prediction was 
demonstrated. Future work aims at further strengthening this algorithm, by using 
more robust signal sensor models via support vector machines [10] in place of  
the WAM, and incorporating more promoter features such as TATA boxes to reduce 
the false positives. Other work may include employing a similar approach for the 
detection of short terminal exons. 
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